The grey-headed flying-fox, or fruit bat,
is one of the largest bats in the world.
In summer, up to 50,000 individuals can
be found in Yarra Bend Park, a large area
of bushland in the heart of Melbourne.
On hot days, these agile mammals ‘bellydip’ into the Yarra River, a high-speed
aeronautical feat that allows them to both
cool off and quench their thirst.
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The long-distance foraging behaviour of Melbourne’s
grey-headed flying-foxes plays a pivotal role in the
health of local forests. But the bats’ flyway to the
fruits of suburbia has become a perilous gauntlet.
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ABOVE A fiery Melbourne
sunset becomes even more
spectacular as the sky fills with
the silhouettes of thousands of
beating wings. Having spent the
day roosting in Yarra Bend Park,
the flying-foxes tend to make
round trips of 20km, on average,
into the suburbs to feed on
nectar, pollen, seeds and fruit.

ABOVE Flying-foxes are highly social
animals, spending the day in large
communal roosts. These gatherings
offer a refuge for mating, giving birth
and raising pups, as well as social
interaction, grooming and rest.

BELOW Barbed wire, fruit netting
and powerlines take a huge toll on
Melbourne’s flying-foxes, alongside
natural predation by raptors, snakes
and goannas. Simple measures, such
as painting wire and using appropriate
netting, can make a real difference.

RIGHT Grey-headed flying-foxes
have wingspans of up to 1.6m.
Unlike smaller bat species, which
tend to enter torpor when food
supplies dwindle, the flying-foxes
migrate up the east coast in
search of flowering trees. Along
the way, they pass through an
extensive network of roost sites,
known as ‘camps’. These serve like
hotels, with varying numbers of
guests constantly checking in and
out according to food availability.
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LEFT To return to the wild, orphans
undergo a ‘soft release’. They move into
a small aviary to develop their flight
skills and build the strength required
for long-distance travel, then progress
into a larger cage with a hatch. At first,
the hatch stays closed, and sustenance
is provided daily. In time, the hatch is
left open, allowing residents to head
out when they feel ready. At this point,
meals are supplied outside the cage and
are gradually reduced, encouraging the
bats to rejoin the colony permanently.

BELOW Rehabilitated
adults may also go
through the soft-release
process if they have been
in care for a long time.
Individuals that make
a speedier recovery are
hand-released from a
portable cage.

ABOVE Julie Malherbe is
one of Melbourne’s flyingfox carers, fostering pups
whose parents have fallen
victim to suburban hazards.
Curious and affectionate, the
youngsters seem to enjoy
hanging around (and off) the
humans looking after them.

BELOW Most bats
have a locking
mechanism in each
toe that keeps
their claws flexed
without using
muscle energy.
This allows them to
sleep upside-down.

Orphaned pups are bottlefed up to six times a day
with a special flying-fox
formula that contains all
the necessary calcium and
vitamins. Pups are usually
weaned by 12 weeks of age.
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As rain starts to fall, a female
grey-headed flying-fox carries her
pup back to camp, nursing as she
flies. Females give birth to a single
pup between September and
December, carrying their babies
for the first four weeks. The pups
receive breastmilk until they have
learned to forage independently,
usually by six months old.

ABOVE The, often spectacular,
numbers of flying-foxes seen in
and around Melbourne belies
the species’ health. Australia’s
population has declined to an
estimated 320,000–435,000
individuals, a result of habitat
destruction, entanglement and
increasing heat-stress events
linked to climate change.

LEFT While this young orphan has
eucalyptus flowers brought to him,
his cousins in the wild are foraging
for their own food, carrying out
vital seed-dispersal and pollination
services along the way. “There is
lots we can and should do to help
flying-foxes,” says Lawrence Pope,
President of the Friends of Bats and
Bushcare, “but if we also take care
of the forests, we will help take care
of the bats; and, of course, if we
take care of the bats, they will help
us take care of the forests.”

DOUG GIMESY is a conservation and wildlife
photojournalist specialising in Australian issues.
Other recent work has focussed on the platypus, little
blue penguin and wildlife road trauma on Kangaroo
Island. See more of his images at gimesy.com
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